Technical Lead (w/m)
Play maker with good technical skills wanted for our dev team!
Stryking specializes in Fantasy Sports games. We produce and commercialize the Fantasy Football platform
“Football-Stars” which has the official license of the German Bundesliga and is playable in a browser as well as on
iOS and Android. This is the place where real football experts battle each other within different game modes and
tournaments, competing for the leaderboard and for cool prizes. By combining the real and virtual world, we create
genuine interaction opportunities for fans, stars and brands.

Technical Lead (w/m)
You are 100% digital, enthusiastic about coding and games, have enough air in your lungs for those 90 minutes plus
extra time, and you really, really want to enter the Champions League? With us, you will be part of a young and
ambitious team that offers interesting challenges, a flat hierarchy and innovative projects. Use your know-how and
become a key player in the team.
Your future tasks:
- First point of contact for the ongoing development of our innovative Fantasy Sports platform as well as
functional directive of an agile team of external developers
- Optimization of the development process and know-how transfer within the team regarding new
technologies
- Conception, planning and documentation of innovative software solutions in close collaboration with the
team
- Continuous improvement of our platform with regard to performance, scalability and security
- Active contribution when implementing new features (hands-on mentality)
What we expect from you:
- Degree in computer science or a similar qualification
- More than 5 years professional experience
- The skill to write bug-free and performant code
- Experience in IT project management and software engineering
- Good written and spoken knowledge of the English language
What else can you expect from joining Stryking?
- Working in a young, innovative and fast-growing start-up in an exciting sector
- Excellent personal development opportunities as well as high individual responsibility
- A modern and international work environment

Sounds interesting?
If your answer is yes, then please send a detailed application including CV and your earliest entry date to:
jobs@stryking.com

www.stryking.com

